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ABSTRACT 

The paper reviews the size effect accompanying blunt fracture in brittle heterogeneous materials such as 
concrete and its applications to structural analysis and design. Various refinements of Baiant's size effect 
1 aware sunnari zed, and recent results of fracture tests of Bazant and. Pfe1 ffer whi ch estab 1 i sh measurements 
of concrete fracture energy on the basis of size effect are given. These test results confirm that fracture 
energy may be uniquely defined by size extrapolation to infinity. Furthermore, -changes in the size effect 
caused by temperature and humi dity are consi dered, a new formula for the effect of temperature on fracture 
energy is derived on the basis of the activation energy concept, and some of the test results of Prat and 
Bazant whi ch determi ne the temperature and humi dity effect on fracture energy are gi ven. Fi na lly, similitude 
of brittle failures due to blunt fracture is analyzed in three dimensions and it is shown that the same form 
of the size 'effect law as for two dimensions is applicable • 

.I NT.RODUCTI ON 

The size effect, ·which consists in the fact that the nominal stress at failure of geometrically similar 
structures of different .sizes is not constant but decreases with 1:he size, is no doubt the most important 
·aspect of fracture mechaniCS, setting1t apart· from stress-based failure theories such as plasticity. The 
present paper will revii!W -various recent advances in this subject and focus parti cular attenti on on the use· of 
the size effect for determining the fracture energy~ as well as the changes in the size effect brought about 
by changes of temperature, and their consequence for the dependence of fracture energy on temperature. A 
generalization of the size effect law 1:0 three dimensions will be also studied. 

SIZE EFFECT'LAW AND ITS REFINEMENTS 

The size effect may be isolated from other influences by conSidering geometrically siniilar structures of 
different sizes. For fractures blunted by distributed cracking, the simplest description of the size effect 
is provided. by the approximate size effect law [1] (Fig. 1): 

.. Bf'(l + _d ) -1/2 (1) 
ON t >-ada 

in which ON. is the nominal stress at failure (the failure load divided by the characteristic dimension and 
structuretllickness), d is the .characteristic dimension of the 'structure, da is the maximum size of material 
inhomogeneities, e.g., the .aggregate size in concrete; ft'· tensile stength (from direct tensile tests), and 
S, AD'" empirical constants. The size effect law has been shown to follow by dimensional analysis and 
similitude arguments fromthe following two simplifying nYpotheses: 

1. The energy release W due to failure is a function of the length aof the fracture. 

2. At the same time, W is a function of the volume of 1:he zone of cracking or, alternatively, of the 
size of the fracture process 20ne at fracture -front. 

The second hypothesis alone leads to plastic limit analysiS, which exhibits no size effect. and the fi.rst 
hypothesis.alone leads to classical linear elastic fracture mechanics, which exhibits the strongest possible 
size effect. We deal with the type of failure which requires a combination of both. , 

Eq. (1) represents the simplest possible formula for. the transition between failures dominated by the 
strength limit and .. failures dominated by energy dissipation at . fracture front and characterized by fracture 
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energy. It has been shown that Eq. (1) correctly describes the results of fracture tests of concrete within 
the scatter range of measurements (5). and that it can also be applied to the failure of various concrete 
structures which fail in a brittle manner. These include the diagonal shear failure of prestressed and 
unprestressed reinforced concrete beams without stirrups. the torsional failures of concrete beams. the beam 
and ring failures of unreinforced pipes. the punching shear failure of reinforced concrete slabs. etc. In 
making these applications, two further hypotheses are implied in the use of the ,size effect law in Eq. (1): 

1. The shaoes of the final fractures at failure in specimens of different sizes are geometrically 
Similar; and 

2. The failure does not occur at crack initiation. 

The latter hypothesis is practically always satisfied since it is prohibited by codes to design concrete 
structures which would fail at the first crack initiation. The approximate applicability of the first 
hypothesis appears to be verified by the existing test data. 

The scatter of existing measurements is not sufficiently small to make it possible to detect significant 
deviations from the size effect law inEq. (1). However, finite element computations can be carried out to 
make comparisons with the size effect law [3,4). One such calculation has recently been carried out by 
Hillerborg [4] using his fictitious crack ,\\IOdel for a three-point bent fracture test. Considering specimen 
size range of the ratio 1:250 (which is much broader than one can realize in practice, due to' cost 
limitations), he detected appreciable deviations from Eq. 1; see the results in Table 1. 

TABLE 1. Comparison of size effect law.(with rsO.44, 8z 306, AO&O.60B) and Hillerborg's finite 
element results with fictitious crack model 

ON 1ft 
df,2/EG Finite Elements Size Effect t f (Hillerborg) law 

0.02 2.43 2.44 
0.05 2.22 2.21 
0.1 2.01 ' 2.00 
0.2 1.77 1.7B 
0.5 1.46, 1.46 
1 1.222 1.222 
2 0.992 0.995 
5 0.725 0.739 

It has been shown, however, [3], that a ,refinement of the size effect 'law is possible such that it closely 
agrees with, Hi11erborg 's finite element results; seethe last column in iable 1 which is so close to 
Hillerborg's results that' a graphical distinction is hardly possible. "These results are based on the 
following generalized size effect law [2,20): 

a~ .. Bft"ll 1- l). ~ f J - .lllr (2) 
, ,o.a 

which itself is a special case of the general asymptotic series expansion [2J: 
. d 
aN- Bfi(coCl-t-l1- CIt + c2 C2 + ':3t3 + ••• r l/2r" t .. t-/-)r (3) 

in .which fi" f~ if the aggregate size da is the same for all specimens, and B, AO' r are empirical 
parameters, and "So are the coefficients cO. cI' c2'... If the aggregate size da , is vari eer, then theoreti ca 1 
analysis leads to the formula (5): 

f'" & fill + /0) 1/2J (4) 
t ,t da ' 

which is similar to the Petch formula [6,7,B] for the effect of grain size on the yield limit of 
polycrystalline metals. 

It has been established [8] that there is a one-two-one relationship between the size effect law and the 
shape'of'the softening portion of the 'stress-displacement diagram used in Hillerborg'stype models. When one 
of these relations is known,-the other one can be' determined. The same is true 'for the crack band \\IOdel, in 
which the front of the strain-softening damage is assumed, to have a certain constant width. which is a material 
property; to each shape of the 'strain~softening stress-strain diagram there corresponds. a certain size effect 
law and vice versa. No doubt this is also true of the damage laws. Furthermore, if the front of the band of 
strain-softening damage is variable, this has a direct effect on the size effect law, and from size effect 
observations it is possible to make inferences on the size of the strain-softening zone. ' 

A similar one-to-one relationship was previously established between the size effect law and the R-curves 
frOOl blunt fracture tests·.lBJ. 
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The size effect is of interest not only with regard to fracture testing and design of structures. The 
size effect is equa1y valuable for checking the soundness of finite element models. At present, lIode1s of 
cracking which are formulated strictly on the basis of stress-strain relations and pay no attention to strain
localization instabilities and energy aspects of failure are still in prevalent use. All these finite element 
codes predict the nominal stress at failure for structures of different sizes which are geometrically similar 
and are analyzed with geometrically similar IReshes to be the same. Experimental evidence clearly indicates 
that for brittle failures such predictions are incorrect. This may be one reason that despite two decades of 
effort. the existing finite element codes still cannot .reliably predict britt.le fallures of concrete 
structures. except. perhaps when the parameters of the model are calibrated for one structure size and 
predictions are made for roughly the same size. 

A check for the size effect. and comparisons with the theoretically derived size effect law or 
experimental evidence. if available, should be an integral part of evaluation of the applicability of every 
finite element code to brittle failures due to cracking of concrete as well as rock. 

DEFINITION AND DETERMINATION OF FRACTURE ENERGY ON THE. BASIS OF SIZE EFFECT 

The size effect observed ongeometric.ally similar speCimens appears as the best means for identifying the 
material properties which govern fracture. The most important among these properties is the fracture 
energy. The fracture energy of materials such as concrete has proven difficult to determine as well as 
define. Various testing methods currently in use yield results which may differ by several hundred percent. 
and aside from that. none of the existing definitions of the fracture energy appears to yield unique results. 

Based on the size effect. it now appears that a unique definition of fracture energy can be provided as 
follows [2,9): 

The· fracture energy Gf of a heterogeneous brittle material is the specific energy required for fracture 
propagation in a geometrically similar specimen of infinite size. 

It has been shown [2,8] that ·this definition leads to the formula: 

gF 2 gF 2 . ~ 
G.f • -A Eft' da " - SA f' d c .Ec· O"t a 

(5) 

1n ·which B. A • dare the parameters of the size effect law, E" is the elastic.modulus of the material. A ... 
slope of the ~egrlssion line in Fig. 1. and gF is the nondimensfbnal energy release rate for a sharp fracture 
calculated according to linear elastic fracture mechanics. It can ·be theoretically shown that the fractur; 
energy for specimen size·extrapolated-~o infinity-must .be :the -same for all specimen shapes I9J~ Indeed. for 
an infinitely large specimen. the relative size of the strain-softening damage zone is infinitely small. and 
the -zone is surrounded by the asymptotic elastic field known from linear elastic fracture mechanics, which is 
the same --regardless of the structure geometry. Therefore. at extrapolation to infinity, the detailed picture 
of "the ·-fracture process -zone must be the same for all structure geometries •. · 

This ·theoretical conclusion has been verified experimentally [9). Specimens made of the same concrete 
were cast indifferent sizes. and different types of notches as well as different types of loading were 
used. The test series inc1 uded three point bent specimens. centrically tensioned edge-notched specimens, and 
eccentrically compressed specimens (Fig. 1). .These shapes include just about the extreme of the range of 
conditions "to ,which the ligament cross section may be exposed: bending moment over the ligament. tensile force 
over the ligament. and a combination of bending moment and force over ·the ligament. 

Ihe results of these tests conducted at Northwestern University are exhibited in Fig. 1 in terms of the 
plots of 0'-2. 'versus d/d. According to the size effect law. these plots should ideally be straight lines. 
which make~ 1t possible to use linear regression "for the determination of the parameters of the size effect 
law •. The .slope of the -regreSSion line is proportional to the inverse of the fracture energy. in view of Eq. 
(5). Based on slopes of the regression lines of the test results in Fig. 1. 1t is found that the fracture 
energy for the three types of 'specimens are about the same. and do not deviate from each other more than is 
inevitable for a heterogeneous material such as concrete (the deviations from the mean are within± 3%); see 
Table 2. 

"TABLE 2. Fracture tnergy Values Obtained from Measurements Evaluated by Size Effect Law (lb./in.) 

.. 

SpeCimen Type Concrete Mortar 

1) Three-Point .Bent 0.229 0.129 

2) Edge-Notched Tension 0~210 0.118 

3) Eccentric" Compression 0.233 0.132 
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Noting at the same tillle that, by .clefinition, this method of determining fracture energy is independent of 
the specimen sin, it appears that the determination of fracture energy on the basis of the size effect indeed 
yields unique results. This cannot be said of other existing methods. 

The size effect law in Eq. (1) is nevertheless an approximation, and deviations occur when a broad range 
of sizes is considered or accurate results are desired. Important work in this direction has been recently 
carried out by Planas and Elices at Technical University in Madrid (private cOlllllUnication, 1986). They 
considered various strain-softening formulations and calculated the corresponding size effect curves for 
certain types -of specimens using the Green's function approach. By matching such curves to test results it 
should be possible, in principle, to gain further . information on the material parameters that govern strain
softening. 

SIZE EFFECT IN THREE DIMENSIONS 

The ·sizeeffect due to blunt fracture has so far been treated in a tWO-dimensional context. assuming the 
state of plane stress or plane strain and un1fonn conditions throughout the thickness. In two experimental 
studies [9,10), however, the size effect law (Eq. 1) was used for brittle three-dimensional failures -- the 
punching shear failure of circular reinforced concrete slabs and the torsional failure of unreinforced or 
longitudinally reinforced concrete beams. In the course of these studies it was experimentally verified that 
Eq. 1 can be extended to three-dimension~ and the theoretic~l proof will be presented now. 

The two fundamental simi11fying hypotheses listed under Eq. 1 remain applicable in three-dimensions. 
Similar to the previous derivation [1,2). these fundamental hypotheses mean that the failure is describable in 
terms of two parameters, a and k rnd , the latter one representing the volume of the cracking zone (F'ig. 
Z). Coefficient kQ character1zesOthe \eometry of the failure zone and is constant if geometrically similar 
bodies with geometrlcal1y simnar faflure modes are considered; da .. lllaximlJll aggregate size (or more generally 
inhomogeneity size), and n & empirical coefficient. for concrete typically about n • 3. such that nda 
represents the effective width of the front of cracking or alternatively the length of the fracture process 
zone (these two meanings were shown to lead to the same result; see Ref. 21) •. The foregoing two parameters, 
however, are not nondimensional. It must. of course, be possible to describe the failure in tenns of 
nondimensional parameters. and for :this purpose length a must be divided by a quantity of the dimension of 
length. and volume kOa nd by a quantity of the dimension of volume. We choose to divide these two parameters 

.by d andk. a2.d, respecti~ely ( other choices are equally possible and yield the same result. but the 
derivation Ps the simplest for this choice). Thus, the nondimensional parameters for our problems are: 

2' 
iI .kO a ndanda e1 ", d' e2 ~ Z '" d (6) 

kO a d 

Parameter e, represents the relative size of the fracture, and parameter ~2 the relative v01ume of the 
crackingzcme. Fig •. 2a shows an example of three-dimensional fracture wmch is axisymmetric, but the 
foregoing description holds for arbitrary three-dimensional geometries provided there is geometrical 
similarity between various sizes; see Fig. 2b. . 

We now consider geometrically similar speCimens or structures of. different sizes d 
characterized bya constant ratio a/d. Thus, parameter e

1 
is size-independent, while parameter eZ . terizes the size. As in the previous ~tudies [l,Z). the total release of potential energy 

structure mayal-ways be given in the form: . 

1 P 2 3 p2 F (91 , 9Z) 
'W .. [2£ (2") ] d F(e1, eZ) .. 2E d 
cdc 

(Fig. 2b), 
chanc-
W from the 

(7) 

in which E is the Young's elastic IIIOdulus of concrete, P is the maximum load (i .e., the failure load under 
10ad-controc11.ed conditions), andF is a certain function of the nondimensional parameters, characteristic of 
"the given geometry of the structure and the cracking zone. ihe essential point is "that function F must be the 
same for different sizes if the ·structures or specimens are geometrically similar. Energy balance during 
failure requires that: 

law] = kd G 
aa d const. f 

(8 ) 

in which kd represents the length of the perimeter of the fracture front, k being an empirical coefficient 
independent of size d, and tif is the fracture ener~ of the material. Differentiating Eq. 7 with respect to a 
and 'Subst1tutinginto Eq. 8, we have: 

(9) 
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The nominal stress at failure may be defined in three-dimensions as oN & P/d
2

• and so we get: 

P 2k Gb Ec 1/2 
oN &-;;Z" (3F/36

1
) dl (10) 

The state 62 & O. which corresponds to an infinitely large structure (dId. -) may now be chosen as the 
reference state. and ,3F/361 may be expanded asa function of 62 in Taylor series: 

(11 ) 

in which we introduce the notations: 

(12 ) 

Substitution ofEq. 11 into Eq. 10 then yields for the size effect the asymptotic expansion: 

d ud 
+1:ij"" + ~ i- + >.z (/l o a 

(. d 3 _ 1/2 
+ '-3(-/l + ••• J (13 ) 

In,whlch we introduced the following constants: 

(14) 

'and ft denotes the direct tensile strength of the material. The constants In Eq. 14 depend on the geometry of 
the structure and of the cracking zone. 

lf .... adopt the Viewpoint of a cracking band of effective widthnda at the cracking front. we may express 
the fracture energy as: 

2 . 
f t 1 1 

nda 2" (r - rl 
c. t 

(15 ) 

'in .which ~ denotes the mean softening..,""lus. i.e •• the mean slope of the descending branch of the stress
strain diagrlm. Then the expression for B becomes 

k Ec 1/2 
8 & [r. (1 -rl] (lSa) 

1 t 
Eq. 13. which is of the slme form as derived before for two dimensions (Ref. 2. Eq. 39). describes the 

most general possfble size effect.· The first-degree approximation is obtained by deleting the terms with 
'coefficients AI' >.z ••••• ,Ind this yields Eq.lsta,ted at,t~e_ outset and originally derived for two-dime~sions. 

It ma~rbe noted that the function which is .. xpanded into the asymptotic series in Eq. 11 could be·.chosen 
as (3F/361 ) instead of3F/361• In that else. one obtains in the same manner a still more general expression 
for the sIZe effect: 

t& (dId lr a (1~ ) 

in which 'CO. c2' "3". are certafn constants. This expansion makes it possible to describe the size effect 
over a broader range with fewer terms. as illustrated in the eXlmple of Table 1. However. it is not clear 
whether Eq. 16 for r & 1 yields the. correct Initial asymptotiC behavior for a very small size (d + 0). 

The idea that the approximate size effect law should be of general applicability was initially conceived 
[1] upon noting that calculations for various specific geometries yield the same result. Let us now carry out 
a simllir calculltion. choosing as In example the axisymmetric specimen in Fig. 2a with. cylindrical cracking 
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zone 123456 of diameter a (Fi~. 2a). Before cracking, the specimen is under uniform uniaxial stress . 
a , with resultant P • a d /4 where d is chosen to represent the diameter of the specimen. The energy 

re¥ease may be consideredNto approximately equal the strain energy initially contained within the craCKing 
layer (cylinder 123456) and in cones 1237 and ·4568 (Fig. 2a) adjacent to this 1ayer. The height of these 
cones is considered as KIa, Kl being an empirical constant, imagined to represent the slope of the "stress 
diffusion" lines, represented here by the slope of the cone. The stress diffusion concept is of course 
approximate, however, it yields dimensionally correct results, and thi s is all that matters for our purpose. 
The total energy release may thus be expressed as: 

ka 2 20 2 
W • (2 1 'Wa + nd 'Ira) N (17) 

34 a4~ 

Eq. 8 for energy balance now takes the form: 

Substituting for bf Eq. 15, evaluating the derivative of Eq. 17 with respect to a, and solving for 
aN' we now get again Eq. 1 in which: 

E 1/2 
B • .7(1 --) Et 

(18 ) 

(19 ) 

So the result agrees with the fi rst order approximation according to Eq. 13. A simitar agreeml:lII. can be 
demonstrated for various other simple geometries such as edge-cracked cylinder, or square prism with a square 
crack layer, etc. 

SIMILITUDE OF FRACTURE RATES AND DEPENDENCE OF FRACTURE ENERGY ON TEMPERATURE 

It is generally assumed that the fracture energy of concrete depends 'on temperature, but no formula is' 
apparently available. While heating causes in metals abrupt increases of fracture toughness, due to brittle
ductile transitions which change the fracture mechanism, the fracture toughness of purely brittle materials, 
such as glass, ceramiCS, graphite and rocks is known to smoothly decrease with increasing temperature 
[11,12,13). We will now show the derivation of a simple formula, exploiting the similitude of fracture rates 
at various temperatures. This is, of course, a completely different type of similitude than that which 
governs the size effect. 

It is generally accepted that· fracture 1s a thennal'y activated rate process. This means that the atomic 
bond ruptures which constitute the _chanism of fracture are -provoked by the energies of thermal vibrations 
(14). These energies are statisti~ally distributea, whi~h 1s known to be described by the-· Maxwell 
distribution, and a rise of temperature causes an increase of the probability (or frequency) that the atom's 
energy woula exceea the activation energy barrier of the bona. Therefore, a rise of temperature proauces an 
increase in the growth rate of fracture, which generally follows a formula of the type (15): 

a • +(K) e - U/RT (20) 

in which a. rate of growth of fracture length, U .. activation energy of bond -rupture, R & universal gas 
constant, T & absolute temperature, K = stress intensity factor, and +(K) • an empirical function, increasing 
monotoni ca lly • 

Recently, Evans [16,17) and Thouless et ale [18) proposed ana verified for ceramics a special form of Eq. 
20: 

(21 ) 

where K • critical value of fracture toughness, ana vc ' n • empirical constants characte!"izing the given 
materiaf. 

A formula of this type inay be expectea to apply also for concrete. Eq. 21 is not exact but only 
approximate, for two reasons: 1) the proportionality of a to Kn is only empirical, ana 2) more than one 
mechanism of atomic bond rupture, with different activation energies, might be involved, and the type of 
fracture mechanism might change with temperature. 

_ 1/2 0 1/2 
Because of the well-known relatlons K • (GEc) and Kc • (6f Ec) , where G • rate of energy release 
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from the structure into the fracture process zone [19.20J, Eq. 21 may be rewritten as: 

• G n/2~ U 1 1 1 
a • vcl::-i) exp - i<r -r) \ 

Gf 0 ~ 
(22) 

Eq. 22 may serve as the basic relation for determining the craCk growth in thle. Although the time
dependent fracture description in terms of the craCk growth rate is no doubt physically more fundamental, the 
time-independent fracture description prevails in applications. In fact, what is known as fracture mechanics 
is a time-independent theory. So· we need to deduce the consequences of Eq. 23 for time-independent fracture 
description, using a comparison of the fracture growth rate as' the basis for similitude at various 
temperatures. 

The choice of the reference temperature in Eq. 22 is of course arbitrary. If we choose temperature T as 
the reference temperature, then according to Eq. 22, the crack growth rate at temperature T is simply 
expressed as: 

(23 ) 

because lITO - lIT & 0 in this case. 

As a basic condition of similitude of fracture at different temperatues. we must now require that the 
crack growth rate at temperature T must be the same whether expressed on the basis of reference ·temperature 
TO' or reference temperature T.- Thus. equating the expressions in Eqs. 23 and 22,. we obtain the follOWing 
approximate formula; .. 

Gf so Gf
O 

exp (-rY 
- TY 

) 
o 

in which 

Y" ,2U/nR 

~ is a constant characterizing the given material • 

(24 ) 

(25 ) 

. Eq •. 24 may be simply transformed to a linear plot oftn Gf versus rl, and linear regression in this plot 
then.yields G~ as well as y. However. the ~ctivation energy values U cannot be determined unless constant n 
is obtained separately. 

Extensive experiments.aimed at determining.1:he effect of.,temperatureas -well as humidity on the fracture 
energy of concrete have recently been conducted at Northwestern University by Prat [l9J.Fracture energies 

. were obtained 'for different temperatures according to ·the size effect (Eq.5), and it was cheCked that 
different .. types of specimens yield at various temperatures about the same fracture energy values. The 
dependence of the fracture energy on temperature was found to closely agree with Eq. 24 for both dried 
concrete and concrete ·with the saturation water content. The test results obtained by Prat [1:9] are exhibited 
in Fig. 3; for a detailed description of the tests and their analysis, see Ref. 19. 

CONCLUSION 

The'size effect, the salient property of fracture mechaniCS, represents for· brittle heterogeneous 
material such as concrete ·a .smooth transition .between failures governed by the strength or yield limit and 
failures governed purely by fracture energy. This transition is describable by a relatively simple size 
effect law, which has proven useful as an improvement for various design formulas for concrete S1:ructures 
(diagonal shear in beams, punching shear in slabs. torsional failure of beams, ring and beam failures of 
pipes,· etc.) as well as for the determination of nonlinear fracture parameters of the material, especially the 
fractul;e energy. The Simple formula represented Bazant's size effect law is also applicable in three 
dimensions provided that structures that are geometrically similar in three dimensions are considered. . A 
different type ,of Similitude, 'based ;onthe "notion of equivalent crack growth rates. may beexpl oited 'to 
determine the dependence of fracture energy on temperature in the context of time-independent fracture 
mechanics theory 
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Fig. 1. Nominal stresses at failure vs. specimen size as measured by 
Bazant and Pfeiffer (1986), and ifts by size effect law • 
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Appendix I. - Deviations from Size Effect Law and Other Size Effects 

Transition to Yielding 

The similitude of brittle fracture as described by the size effect law may be either limited or entirely 
overridden by plastic energy dissipation which can occur in plain concrete if there is high confining 
pressure. E.g., consider the split-cylinder brazilian test on a cylinder of diameter d and thickness (length) 
b. The form~ion of the splitting fracture is a brittle event, and so the corresponding load Pf and nominal 
stress a .. a .. P Ibd approximately follows the size effect law. The splitting fracture, however, does not 
represen~ a J&nplete failure because a wedge-shaped zone under the load (Fig. 4) must subsequently also slip 
in order to obtain complete failure. Let the limit load for shearing the wedge off be Pv• If the. cylinder is 
not thin but long, the slip failure of the wedge is essentially plastic since it occurs at high confining 
pressure (this would not be true for a thin cylinder in which the normal stress in the direction of cylinder 
axi's is small). So the normal stress ~ .. P/bd must be essentially size-independent. 

For small enough sizes d we have Pb > P. Then the maximum load is governed by the size effect law and 
the pla1ticwedge shear-off occurs later und~ a smaller load. However, for a certain sufficiently large size 
d ,0 becomes smaller than 0 • and then the load must .further increase after the formation of the splitting 
f~g~tur~ until it reaches maxfmum Py when the wedge shears off plastically. For this type of behavior the 
size effect plot has the· shape shown ,n Fig. 4b, given as 

f 
ON .. ON • Bfi (1 _d_)-1/2 v 

d if ON > cr.N, AO a 
(26) 

Otherwise ON.· ~ 

The size effect in the brasl1 ian test was recently measured by T. Shioya and T. Hasegawa at Shimizu 
Institute of Technology, TOKYO (private cOlllllunication in Hay 1985 and Jan. 1987). Their results appear to 
agree with the behavior shown in Fig. 4b, although there is inevitably considerable random scatter in this 
kind of test. It may be noted that if the specimens for all the sizes were thin and had the same ~hickness, 
sufficient confining pressure could not develop to peMllit plastic failure of the wedge, and .then cr.. would be 
neg1i.gibly small. It should also be noted that when the large specimens are much thicker than the s~al1 ones, 
they can heat up significantly due to hydration, and this effect as well as the effect of heating on moisture 
loss can then superimpose a different size effect. 

A different type of yielding effect may apparently be obtained when the yielding OCcurs Simultaneously 
with the propagation of the ··cracking· zone (fracture) at maximum load. This 1s apparently' the case for the 
diagonal shear aflure of beams. with stirrups. As shown in Ref. 1. the size effect for this type of yielding 
effect should follow the equation: 

° '" Bf' (1 +_d_) 1/2 + ° 
N t .~ ~ Y 

as one can show by analyzing the energy balance at failure. 

Other Types of Size Effect 

Three types of size effects can be distinguished in concrete structures: 

1. Fracture mechanics size effect, due ·to fracture propagation and energy release. 

2. Diffusion-type size effect due to heat conduction and water diffusion. 

3. Statistical size effect due to randomness of material properties. 

(27) 

The size effects due to heat condition and water diffusion playa major role in creep and shrinkage but 
they can also interfere with the size effect law for blunt fracture. Particularly when specimens that are 
geometrically similar in three rather than two dimensions are compared, the large specimens may heat up 
sign1fi~antly due to hydration, which accelerates the hardening of concrete. This then leads to higher fi 
as well as Gf , thus altering the parameters of Eq. 1. At the same time, the heating may produce thermal 
stresses which cause --t:racking or at least tensile strain-softening. This may then reduce the effective 
strength and fracture energy for externally applied load. Drying arrests hydration, and, therefore, a smaller 
specimen has a smaller gain in -strength and in fracture energy thana larger specimen over the same period of 
time. But in a larger specimen. nonuniform drying may cause more cracking or tensile strain-softening, which 
could cause an opposite tendency. The diffusion type size effects ~y be described by simple formulas only in 
some simple situations (e.g., in the BP Model for shrinkage and drying creep). Generally they defy 
des~ript;on by a simple law and call for complete stress and cracking analysis. 
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Statistical Size Effect 

The statistical size effect in failure is described by Weibull theory. This theory is applicable to the 
failure of a chain of brittle elements. It predicts the strength of the chain to decrease as the length of 
the chain is increased, because the chance of encountering a lower strength in a longer chain increases as the 
length of the chain increases. Thus, e.g., Weibull theory no doubt applies to the length effect in tensile 
failure of a long and thin uniaxially stressed concrete bar without notches. 

However, for failures that occur after a large crack has al ready developed, which is the majority of 
failures 1n concrete structures, the Weibull-type statistical effect plays probably an insignificant role. 
The reason is that the zone in which the fracture front at failure can be located is, due to the mechanics of 
failure, rather small compared to the volume of. the structure, even if the structure is rather large. 

The Weibull distribution of strength R is defined as F(R) = 1 - exp[-k1V(R-Ro) 11] where V • volume of the 
structure, and Ro' k1 ,·I1. constants, RO· minimum strength. The mean of"R is tl1e tensile strength fl. It 
can be shown that the statistical aspect: of fracture w.ould cause in the size effect law (Eq. 1) a modif;cation 
of f~. With the inclusion of the. effect of da (Eq. 4), this modification may be written as follows: 

B Vfr 1/11 d -2/11 
aN • d [Ra + c(-y-) (d

a
) ] 

/1 + r-cr 
·0 a 

(28) 

Yfr is. the volume of the zone in which the mechanics of failure. permits the crack front a the moment of 
fa,lure to be possibly located (Fig. 5), and Y • total volume of the specimen. 

Now, an important point is that, for brittle structural· failures with fairly reproducible failure modes, 
such as the diagonal shear failure of beams, the volume Vfr is' very small compared to V •. This means that the 
effect of statistical variation of strength must be much smaller than it is for a long bar in tension. If the 
material parameters RO' Ie, and 11 are calibrated to give a reasonable statistical size effect for a long thin 
concrete bar in tension, the use of the same material parameters for structural failures such as the diagonal 
shear failure given in Eq. 21 yields only a very small correction,. because the ratio Vfr/V 1s rather small. 
It is for this reason that the statistical size effect. in diagonal shear failure appears to be unimportant. '. 

Derivation of Eg. 5 

For d + -, the size effect law (Eq. 1) yields: 

(29) 

This must be equivalent to linear elastic fracture mechanics. which yields for all structure geometries: 

(30) 

Eqs. 29" and 30 must be equivalent, and equating them one gets the last expression in Eq. 5. A slightly 
different derivation was originally given on p. 293 1n Bazant, Kim and Pfeiffer (1986, J. of Str. Eng. ASCE 
112) • 

I) 

\ 

b) 

----,-
f 2 

"N \{ I 

\ 
___ - -"-.-----r-

fig. 4 Brittle filiure with Yielding (I), Ind the 
co ..... spondlng slZl effect (b). 
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Appendix II. - Brittleness Number 

The fact that the size effect law yields approximately the same fracture energy values regardless of 
specimen size and shape makes it possible to base on the size effect law a nondimensional characteristic for 
the type of fracture behavior, which we may call the brittleness number. It may be defined as 

S d 
& AO da 

(31) 

and can be calculated after An has been determined either experimentally or by finite element analysis. The 
value S • 1 indicates the valut of d/da at the point where the horizontal asymptote for the strength criterion 
intersects the inclined straight-line asymptote for linear elastic fracture mechanics (Fig. 1). 50, 8 
represents the center of the transition between these two extreme types of fracture behavior. For S > 1, the 
behavior is closer to plastic limit analysis, and for 8 < 1 it is closer to linear elastic fracture 
mechanics. For B < 0.1, the plastic limit analySiS may be used as an approximation, and for 8 > 10, linear 
elastic fracture mechanics may be used IS an approximation. For 0.1 < 8 < 10, nonlinear fracture analySiS 
must be. used. The brittleness number can serve as a basic qualitative indicator of the type of fracture 
response, and in this sense it is in fact analogous to ·the nondimensional characteristics used, e.g., in fluid 
mechanics, _~uch as the Reynolds "umber. 

A. Carpinteri (Engng. Fract. Mech. 16, 1982, p. 467-481) previously proposed to characterjze the efect of 
the structure size on its brittleness by the ratio s • Gf./b ~~. A. Hillerborg (Mat. 5tr., RILEM, 18, 1985, 
pp. 25-30) characterized the effect of size on ~ructure brittleness by the ratio of the structure size to the 
characteristic length defined as 1 • E .G If'. The use of these cnaracteristics is, however, limited, 

,since they can correlate only specf.llens Dr ktrtctures of the same geometry. They have the disadvantage. that 
for the same value of this. brittleness characteristic, a specimen of ·one shape 1I\lIY be quite brittle (i .e., 
close to linear elastic fracture mechanics), while a specimen of another shape may be quite ductile (i.e., 
close to plastic limit analysis). The brittleness number defined by Eq. 31 is free of this limitation, making 
it possible to compare in brittleness a small structure of one shape with a large structure of another 
shape. The greater generality of 8 is due to the fact that it is rellted not only to Gf , Ec and f' (through 
Eq. 1) but also to the size (width or length) of the fracture process zone (see Ref. 7) which is i~dependent 

'of the aforementioned chllrllcter'lsti c length. lch' and al so to geometry of the structure. 

The change of load-deflection response of a structure of a certain geometry as a function of 8 is 
.illustrated 11L.Fjg._...6._ .. .An .incr~ase -in structure si2e causes "that a further elastic deformation' {Fig.- '6b) is 
:superimposed on the original deformation 'for sma" size. at the same load P (Fig. 61). This means that the 
,displacetllents A and B or A and .D--in Fig. 6a ·.and b' or-6a-and d-(1ines I andll) must be added. The resulting 
~response diagrams are shown in- Fig. 6c for the case that the .additional elastic deformation is of medium 
'value', or large. It is clear that for a sufficiently large structure the resulting load-deflection diagram 
:must exhibit snap-back, and when this structure is loaded in a displacement-controlled manner this IIlIst then 
,lead to snap-down instability represented by the dynamic passage from point 2 to point 4 in Fig. 6e, in which 
the structure acquires the kinetic energy indicated by the cross-hatched area which is ultimately dissipated 
,as heat. This graphical construction clellrly illustrates that a suffiCient increase of size 1I\ust 1ead to 
,purely brittle, i.e., dynamic, explosive failure. 
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Fig. 6 - Explanation of the Effect of the Size on Brittleness 
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